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Calm
after the
Storm
E

ven if it was raining outside
yesterday’s evening, the rain in
the contestants’ hearts had
already subsided. Now that the gale
of examinations had passed, they
could finally fully rest, both physically
and mentally.
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After the long-awaited second
reunion with their team leaders and
the heartwarming meal in Sala Phra
Kiao, the students, as well as their
leaders, were invited to enjoy the
Thai cultural shows at CU auditorium. The dimmed auditorium was
soon lit up the moment the music by
the Thai classical ensemble orchestra
started. Blessing Dance, the prelude
to the night’s show, invited the audience into the performance by wishing
them happiness and success. The pace
of the show was progressively quickened, starting from dancing softly
with grace and gradually developing
into a full-fledged war scene from the
Ramayana, an ancient Sanskrit epic, in
the Thai traditional dance drama of
Khon or Masked Play. The human and

monkeys versus giants scene was portrayed in a slow, yet powerful, artistic
mastery. The battle was heated up
even more with the Thai Martial Art
show, Krabi-Krabong first, followed by
Muay Thai or Thai boxing. A contestant from Kazakhstan went up on the
stage to join the close combat and
stunned the hall with his awesome
prowess.
However, the final chapter arrived
at 8.30 PM. The Dances of the Four
Regions consisted of the gracious
Northern, the rhythmic Southern, the
enthusiastic North Eastern and the
sacred Central dances with the medley of all four as the epilogue. The
story ended happily with performers
of all shows making their last appearance to Wai the audience at the curtain call.
There is always sunshine after the
rain. Now that we reach the end of
the road and the coast is clear. Pray
the weather, let us live the last two
days in Thailand to the fullest!
Nitchanun Tantapong

Lost in the Wonderland

H

ere we go again! After an erald Buddha. “It’s just… wow, the arearly breakfast at Montien chitecture and everything,” she added
eagerly while trudging
Hotel, we were heading to
down Phra Thinang
our mysterious destination.
Chakri Maha Prasat’s
The Grand Palace is one of the most
white marble stairs.
renowned tourist’s attractions. As we
“There’s something in
walked past its elegant gate, light castthis place that reflects
ing off the Golden Pagodas gave a
Priya
of
Suriname
Hinduism. That’s why I
sharp sting to the dozy ones among us.
like
it
so
much.”
“I just want to ROAM
“It’s like nothing I’ve ever seen before,” said Priya a contestant from Suri- Thailand now.” Her voice also made
name after the trip to the Temple of Em- clear what’s on her mind.

“Well, I like the view it really cool,
You can see almost everything up
there,” Elmer Guardado, a contestant
from Mexico, told us of the scenic point
on the fourth floor of Rattanakosin Exhibition Hall, where Loha Prasat and the
Golden Mount towered above others.
“One word to describe this trip?”
asked we. “Magnificent!” answered
Elmer with a beaming smile across his
face. — Proudpisut Sang-ou-thai

HARMONY IN PHYSICS

Physics Researches at Chulalongkorn University

T

he department of Physics is one
of the 14 departments that constitute the Faculty of Science, Chulalongkorn University. Established in
1934, it is the oldest Physics Department in Thailand. Our research interests
are both broad and extensive: Space
Physics and Energetic Particles, Semiconductor Physics, Acoustics and

Speech, Plasma and Advanced
Materials Technology, Theoretical HighEnergy Physics and Cosmology, Extreme Condition Physics, Astronomy
and Astrophysics, Nuclear and Particle
Physics, and Theoretical Physics.
The department houses several cutting-edge pieces of equipment from
Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE), Atomic
Force Microscope (AFM), Metal-Organic
Vapour Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) to
Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM). We have strong
collaborations with NASA, CERN and
many other world leading universities.

Our faculty members have published
their research work in high-standard
journals in the ISI database and have
received many citations from all over the
world in the last decade.
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Cultural Trips
Netherlands

Norway

Pakistan

Philippines

Poland

Portugal

Puerto Rico

Romania

Serbia

Singapore

Slovakia

Enjoy more photos on Facebook: Harmonics in fizzy
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Sri Lanka

Lazy Afternoon

F

ully recharged their internal bat‐
tery at Rattanakosin Hotel, the
students were transported back to
the heart of the city for a shopping jour‐
ney. At Siam Square, they began to dis‐
charge their wallet indiscriminately once
off the bus. While some contestants
were getting lost in the wonderland of
souvenirs in MBK and Siam Paragon,
Bangkok’s most luxurious shopping mall,
the rest were enjoying the last install‐
ment of Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows Part 2, which recently has drawn
rave reviews from critics everywhere.
Who’d know these physics connoisseurs
would also need a slice of wizardry in life.
— Nitchanun Tantapong

Program for Today

July 16, 2011

For Leaders, Observers & Visitors

For students

QUOTE: The best teaching can be done only when there is a direct individual relationship between a
student and a good teacher ‐‐ a situation in which the student discusses the ideas, thinks about the
things, and talks about the things. It's impossible to learn very much by simply sitting in a lecture, or
even by simply doing problems that are assigned. ‐‐ Richard Feynman
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